
Kaver� Restauran� An� Caterer� Men�
Circular Road, Near Lalpur Chowk, Lalpur, Ranchi, India

On this webpage, you can find the complete menu of Kaveri Restaurant And Caterers from Ranchi. Currently,
there are 22 meals and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.
You can also contact them through their website. What Paola Leal likes about Kaveri Restaurant And Caterers:
A go-to place which has always been a favourite. The food is delicious here no matter what you buy. Ambience
could be better though. We tried the palak paneer, stuffed kulcha and naan which were great. Tomato soup was

not the best though. Overall it's a good place and the food is not over priced. read more. What Abhishek M
doesn't like about Kaveri Restaurant And Caterers:

with passing time,their quality of food has become pathetic. spices were out of proportion,rice quality was not
atall good, food was cold,and quantity has also fallen. if where would have been any -ve star I would have given

that. really didn't expected it from such areputed restaurant read more. Experience in Kaveri Restaurant And
Caterers from Ranchi the diversity of scrumptious Chinese cuisine, authentically cooked in a wok, The visitors of

the restaurant also appreciate the extensive selection of differing coffee and tea specialities that the
establishment has to offer. The Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Kaveri Restaurant And Caterers.

Anyone who finds the normal and generally known meals too ordinary should approach with a willingness to
experiment and try some unexpected combination of ingredients taste, On the menu there are also several

Asian dishes.
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Soup�
TOMATO SOUP

Vegetaria� specialtie�
PALAK PANEER

Desser�
GULAB JAMUN

Lam� & Hähnche�
TIKKA MASALA

Bro�
KULCHA

Pid�
PIDE

Desser� - Nachtisc�
RASMALAI

Col� Beverage�
COLD COFFEE

Whea� Bread�
LITTI

Coffe�
COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

SOUP

India�
KADHAI PANEER

NAAN

BUTTER NAAN

Ingredient� Use�
TOMATO

VEGETABLES

VEGETABLES
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Opening Hours:
Monday 8-22:00
Tuesday 8-22:00
Wednesday 8-22:00
Thursday 8-22:00
Friday 8-22:00
Saturday 8-22:00
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